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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
PURPOSE 
This is a study of thirty-six children between the 
ages of six and ten 1.-rho \'lere referred to the Southard 
Clinic during the period from September, 19~8,to September, 
19~9. Assuming that the decision of vThether or not a 
child remains in treatment lies with the parents, it is 
the purpose of this study to see if certain factors may be 
related to a parent's acceptance or rejection of the clinicl 
treatment plan. Some of the factors to be considered are: • 
age, sex, persons with vrhom child was living, place of 
child in the family, and the informant at application. 
Special emphasis will be given to such factors as (1) the 
problem presented at application, (2) the duration of the 
problem prior to application, and (3) the source of the 
referral. 
l.fETHOD AND SCOPE 
The method used to obtain the needed information was 
first of all to list from the clinic daily application 
sheets of the one-year period under study all applications 
vrl~ich fell 1.rlthin the stated age group. The criteria for 
ll 
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the selection of cases to be studied was that all children 
were referred with the eA~ectation of treatment, and have 
since been closed either by the therapist or by the 
parent's premature '\vi thdrawal from clinic contact. 
Excluded from this study were five children seen in 
regard to a special project then being carried on in con-
junction Ylith Harvard Dental School; seven children 
referred from the Division of Child Guardianship for p sycho-
logical examinations prior to legal adoption or placement; 
thirteen children referred for consultation or diagnostic 
services only; and the six cases still open at the clinic. 
This study is concerned vli th the thirty- six remaining 
cases. 
The thirty-six cases '\arere divided into two groups. 
Group I consists of the twelve cases which returned to the 
clinic to accept either partial or complete trea tment after 
the application process had been completed. Group II 
includes the twenty-four cases which did not accept any 
treatment, but stopped their clinic contact either during 
or i mmediately after t he application process. 
For these thirty-six cases, schedules were drawn up 
and filled in v.Ji th the information available in case 
records, card files, and from clinic social workers. The 
results thus obtained v.rill be described and tabulated in 
2 
I 
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II 
the body of this paper, in order to show their relation to 
the ~rlllingness of the mothers of the children referred to 
accept treatment. Case illustrations will be cited to 
point up the major factors discussed in this regard. 
LINITATIONS 
Many of the clinic records were found to be incomplete 
because of limitations of available psychiatric time plus 
shortage of secretarial help. When possible, additional 
informatj_on was obtained by the vl!'i ter i n confer ence Y.ri th 
individual case workers familiar with the case. 
=---=-
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CHAPTER II 
THE SOUTHARD CLINIC 
In this chapter, the v~iter ~dll discuss child guid-
ance clinics in general, the history of the Southard 
Clinic in particular, plus the application and treatment 
procedures of the clinic. This information about the 
setting and processes of a mental hospital outpatient 
department offering children's services may make more 
clear t he steps through which the mother goes and the 
type of treatment she accepts or refuses. 
CHILD GUIDANCE CLINICS 
Child guidance clinics were first established a 
quarter of a century ago for the pur pose of coordinating 
the available community resources in order to meet . the 
gro~dng necessity for treatment of early emotional 
problems. The child guidance program was born out of the 
consideration of t he application of psychiatric diagnosis 
and interpretations at an early stage of the evolution of 
difficulties in personal-social adjustment. 
Functionally, the child guidance clinic of today is 
for bettering the environmental adjustment of children, 
placing special emphasis on emotional and social 
4 
relationships, toward the ultimate goal of developing 
# 
II 
I 
individual capacities to the limit. It selects for inten- l1 
'I I 
II 
I 
sive study and treatment 
children within the t~de range of what is 
called normal intelligence, whose difficulties 
are traceable to emotional unbalance, vrhether 
in t he child or in the parent; or to a lag 
between the child's capacity and the demands 
made upon him, of whi ch educational maladjust-
ment is a common example; or to destr~ctive 
influences in the social environrnent.l 
HISTORY OF THE SOUTHARD CLINIC 
Although it is not a child guidance clinic exclusively, 
for the purpose of this study it may be considered as such 
because of its child guidance function. It offers 
diagnostic, consultative, and treatment services t o 
11 applicants of all ages. Psychiatrists, psychiatric social 
II workers, and psychologists tvork together to carry out the 
child guidance functions of the clini c. 
Jj 
In 1920, t he Psychopathic Department of the Boston 
State Hospital '\oras established as a separate state 
hospital, under the name of the Boston Psychopathic 
Hospital . From its origin, it contained an outpatient 
1 Stevenson and Smith, Child Guidance Clinics: 
A Quarter Century of Development, p . 74. 
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department \·rhich accepted children as well as adults. It 
vras the first mental hospital cl inic to study children. 
In the first year's report, Dr. Elmer Ernest Southard, 
director, stated: 
The outpatient department has been especially 
successful. Social agencies of various descrip-
tions, particularly those dealing with children 
and adolescents, have hastened to send their 
problems to the Psychopathic Hospital ••• 
There can be no doubt that the vmrk of the out-
patient department, upon the diagnoses of various 
grades, especially the higher grades of imbecility, 
upon juvenile court problems, upon sex problems 
connected with adolescence, upon incipient cases 
of insanity, and cases of fear of insanity, upon 
speech disorder, and most important of all, upon 
aftercare and prophylactic work in connection ~dth house cases, amply justified its existence. 2 
Nearly one-half of all the patients during the first 
five years were infants, children, and adolescents. These 
applicants came from a variety of sources--own initiative, 
those referred for after-care from the Hospital, from 
social agencies, from public agencies, from other hospitals . 
and from physicians. 
The organization of t he outpatient department 
into subdivisions vias more elaborate than that 
of the hospital proper. Thus we find well-
developed services in psychopathology, psychology, 
and particularly social service. Many of the 
large proportion of children at the clinic were 
found to be suffering from epilepsy, feeble-
mindedness, or congenital syphilis. There ,.!as 
2 Briggs, Vernon and others, History of the Boston 
Psychopathic Hospital, p . 154. 
I, 
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much research done in this area by Southard, and 
the whole later development of the child guidance 
movement is attributed by some to this fruitful 
collaboration.3 
Southard's early interest and pioneer recognition of 
the significance of psychiatric vrork among children held 
an i mportant place in the outpatient activities of t he 
Hospital . The present-day accepted staff organization of 
psychiatrist, psychologist, and social worker Qontinues to 
emphasize the united contribution vlhich Southard first 
emnhasized in the care of malad justed children and which 
led t o t he separ ate movement that became kno1~ a s child 
guidance. At first, the clinic's part in treatment was 
confined chiefly to sending reports to the referring 
a gencies, telling of the clinic's finding s and recom.menda-
tions. A few children 1-Tere asked to return to the clinic 
for further study, and t he clinic social service depart-
ment follo vJed some of t he non-agency cases in an at tempt 
to see tha t the pro posed recommendations \•rere carried out. 
Through t he influence and interests of its director , 
t he clinic became a pioneer in t he field of psychiatric 
social vrork as "tvell a s t he exten sion of psychi a try to 
children 'ltThose difficulties i.·rere considered due to 
3 Frederick Gay, The Open Mind: Elmer Ernest 
Southard, p . 117. 
I 
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environmental influences. Dr. Southard \vas one of the 
leaders in the movement that stressed the psychiatric 
aspects of numerous social problems , such as delinquency, 
poverty, industrial maladjustment , and the like. He 
vie1ved the social vrorker as the liaison officer between 
the hospital and the community. A year after the hospital 
opened, a chief of social service was appointed. From 
that time on, both paid and voluntary vrorkers plus students 
have been utilized. 
Until the year 1943 , the outpatient clinic was open 
daily from only 9:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m. In 1943, it became 
a full time clinic, to be known as the Southard Clinic. 
A clinic child psychiatri st v.Tas appointed in 1945. During 
the year of this study, the Social Service Department 
I 
1 consisted of nine full time social v.Torkers and nine part 
time students. The hospital and clini c serve as a training 
center for medical students, resident physicians, and 
psychiatric social workers. 
The clinic has its 01~1 entrance and waiting room 
apart from that of the main hospital. The ''rai ting room 
contains benches and comfortable chairs, as ·Hell as a 
small child 's table and chair \\7ith sets of blocks. 
--4- -=--
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CLINIC PROCEDURE 
Full application procedure for children referred to 
the clinic ~nth the expectation of treatment involves 
social service intake intervie,., with t he mother, 
psychiatric diagnostic interviews with both the mother 
and the child individually, and psychological testing of 
t he child. This procedure is not strictly adhered to 
wi t h each application, hm·rever. Sometimes, a referral 
l etter from a social agency or hospital vrlll substitute 
for the intake intervie1ar. Also, psychological examina-
tions are not always given before treatment is begun. 
In t he majority of ca ses, t he described complete applica-
tion procedure takes place . 
Each phase of the application procedure serves a 
definite purpose. At the social service intake interview, 
the worker attempts to form some judgment of the nature of 
the problem and the mother 's attitude toward the problem . 
The p sychologist's testing helps t he staff to kno~r the 
capacities and achievements of the child. The diagnostic 
1 
intervie1or '\vi t h the child is used to gain insight into the 11 
emotional problems involved . The social worker is also I, 
useful in studying , usually through home and school as wel~ , 
I 
as office contacts, the underlying social factors and t he Jl 
emotional interplay betvreen t he child and t he adults or 
- -------~-
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sibling s i mportant to him. 
The psychiatric social worker, p sychologist, and 
p sychi atris t wor k closely toge t her on all cases. Con-
ferences are held when indicated, so tha t all three may 
share t he kno~>Tledg e they have gained in their individual 
contacts, \Ali th t heir aim t oward offering the best 
possible service and helping both mother and child to1-.rard 
successful completion of treatment. 
I NTAKE 
The social VTorkers and students are each assigned 
definite clinic hours, consisting of one-half day each 
week. Intal{:e appointments are made by the clinic secretary 
for t he mo ther alone to see t he social 1-.rorker. The intake 
interview is t he first contact the mother has 1-vi th t he 
clini c, and it is t herefore of tremendous i mportance. 
As t he first person whom the mother see s , the intake 
worker must be a1·rare of t he anxieties that the mother has 
and of the manner in vrhich she handles these anxieties. 
The intake intervie'\Ar must give t he mother a feeling 
of cl inic acceptance. It must be geared to acquaint the 
mother 1vi t h the treatment available and t he procedures 
involved. At t he same time, the mother must be helped to 
eXpress her anxiety about coming and her feelings i n 
bringing her child to a p sychiatric clinic, located in 
--~ 
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the outpatient department of a psychopathic hospital. 
Inta1 e workers i n exclusively child guidance clinics do 
not have this last factor to consider. The pu~pose of the 
intervievl is to allm·r the mother an opportunity to present 
the problem as she views it and to give the social and 
some developmental historjr of the child. It also affords 
her an opportunity to become acquainted \d th the social 
worker and thereby reduce the future difficult adjustment 
she mi ght have to mal\:e \'Then referred back to social 
service for continued contact. 
I 
The intervie-vr is ah·rays conducted in privacy. Except I 
in situations '"hen it seems more valid to spend the time 
in other ways, it is best to obtain certain definite face-
sheet information and social hi story, ·which the 
psychiatrist will make use of in his diagnostic interview. 
'I The social service intake report is incorporated into the 
I record as a permanent part of the record. 
PSYCHOLOGICAL TESTING 
The purpose of p sychological testing at the clini c is 
to help the staff to know the capacities and achievements 
of the child being referred. The clinic does not accept 
for treatment any child who may be classified as feeble-
minded. This is not because such children may not be 
I, 
11 
generally considered tha t there is greater promise of 
improvement, by means of present available therapeutic 
treatment, in cases of borderline or higher levels of 
intelligence. 
The child is given the te s t by an experienced examiner. 
In most cases, the Revised Stanford Binet is used at the 
clinic. The examiner begins by establishing rapport, 
aided by the high interest value the 11games•t have for the 
younger child and the challenge of the test situation for 
t he older child. The first tests tried are those for a 
mental level below that expected of t he child. Beginning 
'dth easier tests than the child's maximum ability can 
master also builds confidence in the child. 
Administering the tests requir es a good deal of skill. 
The tester must exercise considerable judgment in obtaining 
from each child as clear ansv.rers as possible, ,,ri thout 
probing more than the standardized directions allow. 
Rapport is e specially a problem ,.Ti th younger children, ,..rho 
are not habituated to tests or to · tasks calling for 
sustained attention. 
The results of p sychological testing, including t he 
detaj_led reports of the test ans,..rers and observations of 
the examiner, remain a permanent part of the clinic record. 
I 
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DIAGNOSTIC I NTERVIEW 
It is usually after the intake interview and the 
psychological testing that the mother receives by letter 
an appointment for a diagnostic interview vli th the 
psychiatrist. At the appointment, both the mother and the 
child are seen individually. In emergency situations, 
diagnostic intervievrs have been held the same day as the 
social service intervie1..rs. The psychiatrist does not at 
all times make a clinical diagnosis after his first 
intervie-vr. Rather, a tentative diagnostic impression 
serves as a working hypothesis until it is either estab-
lished by proof in treatment from the child's continued 
responses, or it is displaced for a more correct one as 
discovered by the psychiatrist's better understanding of 
the child. 
From his observations during the diagnostic interview, 
the psychiatrist recommends the treatment plan which he 
feels will most benefit the individual case. 
PLAY THERAPY 
Since play is the child's most natural medium of 
expression and 1..Ji thout it relationship bet'\oreen the child 
and the therapist would be most difficult, psychiatric and 
social 1·10rk treatment ·Hi th the child is done through play 
therapy . 
~ - -~-- ~----
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The aim of child therapy, specifically play therapy, 
is to give the child t he opportunity t o take over i n to hi s 
o~~ life with hi s fa~ily, his school, and his friends, t he 
healthier expression of himself vlhich he ha s achieved 
through t he t herapeutic experience. In play t her a py , t he 
child, alone _vnth t he p sychiatrist, has the occasion to 
drama tize and r elea se emotiona l tensions t hrough the u se of 
dolls and other playt hi ng s as symbols for father, mother, 
brother, and si s ter. The spontaneity of the child's play 
activity reveals the extent of his creative i magina tion and 
t he freedom he has gained to give expression to the richness 
of his inner resources. 
Since play provides such an important medium of 
expression i n therapeutic \•Tork \•ri th children, the setup of 
the office and the materials provided must be given special 
consideration. Although material must be chosen to serve 
a variety of needs, too much material and too i.Jide a 
diversity tend to def ea t its basic purpose. Material that 
helps anxious and negative children to demonstrate their 
aggressive expressions is alv1ays needed. Soldiers, toy 
guns, and similar toys offer such material and enable 
children to be more daring vdth their feeling s than is 
otherwise possible. Dolls and household toys allow many 
children a chance for imaginative play that introduces the 
14 
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elements of relationshi p . These should be included in play 
I 
material . Occasionally, a quiet game of checkers, al t houghp 
allovdng li ttle opportunity for modifica tion and molding , 
does offer a shy child a familiar activity which he can 
carry on with t he t herapist . 
The primary purpose to keep i n mind is that 
what the child does is less i mportant t han his 
freedom to do some t hing . Play. materials help 
many children to bridge the gap between t he 
ne\·J experienff.e and their more f amiliar every-
day setting . 
TREATNEHT vliTH PARENTS 
It is felt that t he best therapeutic work vnth child-
ren results when both parent and child participate in t he 
,, 
process. In the majority of clinic cases, t he psychiatrist' 
treats t he child vrhile the mo t her receives case \·rork 
trea t ment from the social \<lorker. I n this v:Jay , both the 
paren t and t he child come to the cl inic together to work 
on a problem 'l.•rhich, in varying degrees , involves them both. 
The value of '\vhat t he child and t herapist 
a ccomplish together is enhanced \.rhen t he parent 
is an integral participant in t he therapeuti c 
procedure. We have learned not only hm·.r 
children can be helped direc tly t hrough t herapy , 
but also hovJ parent s can be helped in their 
rela tionshi p '\vi th their chil dren . 5 
4 Frederick Allen, Psychotherapy with Children, 
p . 133. 
5 I bid ., p . 10. 
-~--=-=--
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The aim of social service interviews with the parent 
is to assist both the therapist of the child and the 
parent. Through these interviews, the worker is able to 
keep the therapist in touch with the life of the child 
outside the clinic. It has become apparent that inter-
views , .. ri th the social worker have potentialities for 
i nfluencing the emotional lives of the mothers themselves. 
Further, it has become obvious that mothers tend to use 
the interviews consciously or unconsciously for their own 
pur poses aside from help ,.n_ th the child, although osten-
sibly they come in behalf of the child. Therefore, some 
work is done with the parents themselves in these inter-
vie'\vs in attempts to modify some\..rhat undesirable 
attitudes of the parents in relation to the child, or 
undue anxieties they may have in regard to themselves as 
-v.rell as the child. 
Another purpose in the social worker's seeing the 
parent is to help the parent keep the child in treatment. 
The child in treatment often changes in his behavior at 
home as a result of treatment. A child formerly very 
re served and shy may begin to express hostility or other 
forms of aggression at home. It is the function of the 
social worker to learn the mother's reaction to such a 
change and to help her to accept the change, lest she 
-~---==-
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16 
withdraw prematurely from treatment. 
It is not possible to evaluate and understand a 
behavior problem in a child as existing apart from the 
i mportant relationships of his life. Theraneutic work 
1-ri t h a child mus t be r elated to the more comple te living 
picture tha t makes up the child's reality, and from which 
has emerged the emotional upset requiring help. The 
social 1.•rorker 1 s cont act vri t h the parent or other family 
member helps to provide the therapist vri th this more 
complete picture of the child. 
-----= 
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CHAPTER III 
GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF CHILDREN REFERRED 
This chapter will be devoted to a study of some of the 11 
I 
general characteristics of the children referred to the 11 
clinic. 
,, 
It will include age and sex distribution, persons 11 
with whom the child \vas living, place of the child in the 
family , informant at application, results of psychological 
testing, and treatment plans. The material studied has 
been found mainly in the social service intake recorded 
In line with the purpose of this study, the cases 
have been divided into two groups . The groups include 
only closed cases which were referred to the clinic vd th 
!I 
t he primary concern of treatment. Group I consists of the 1 
tvrel ve cases vlhich accepted either partial or complete 
trea t ment offered by the clinic. Group II is compri sed of 
the t wenty-four cases which I•Ti thdrew from clinic contact 
at some point beb..;een the intake interview and the first 
treatment interview. The two groups are 53.7 per cent 
of the total clinic applications for children vdthin 
the age group under consideration in this study for the 
I
I 
I twelve month period under study . 
I' 
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AGE kWD SEX DISTRIBUTION 
The age distribution studied in this paper has 
already been limited to those applications bet-v;een the 
ageS of SiX and ten • VIi thin t hiS group ' hO'\ITeVer' the 
total ages are fairly equally distributed. Table # 1 
shows the age and sex distribution of the children 
studied. 
TABLE # 1 
AGE. AND SEX DI STRIBUTION 
Age Total Group I Group II 
Six 7 4 3 
Seven 6 1 5 
Eight 10 1 9 
Nine 8 3 5 
Ten 5 3 2 
TOTAL 36 12 24 
Sex Total Group I Group II 
Male 24 8 16 
Female 12 4 8 
TOTAL 36 12 24 
Although the largest number in Group II 1vere eight 
year olds, and t he l ar gest number in Group I were six 
year olds, the percentage variation between t hese two and 
19 
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among the remaining nQmbers is not of sufficient signifi-
cance to "'arrant a statement as to their relation to 
'lt!hether or not the mothers accepted treatment. 
In Groups I and II, there were twice as many 
applications for boys as for girls. On the basis of the 
cases studied in this paper, therefore, it may be stated 
that age and sex distribution are not relevant factors in 
mothers' rejection or acceptance of treatment. 
PERSONS vliTH \rftlOM CHILD WAS LIVING 
Home environment is known to be an influencing factor 
in the emotional stability of a child, especially during 
the earlier years of a child's life. A child living \dth 
both parents is less apt to be disturbed than a child 
who has lost one or both parents through death, divorce, 
I' 
or separation. Table # 2 gives the classification of with jl 
whom the child was living at the time of application. 
Although Table# 2 indicates that the largest number 
in each group--50 per cent in Group I and 54.1 per cent in 
Group II--were living with both their ovm parents at the 
time of application, this table does not ta~e into account 
whether or not the child had been living with both these 
parents up to the time of application, nor is there 
available any evaluation as to the adequacy or attitudes 
I 
11 of . the parents. 
~l~-~- --- ~~~~~~-~-
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TABLE # 2 
WITH WHON CHILD \~lAS LIVING 
Type of parents Total Group I Group II 
Both parents 19 6 13 
Adoptive parents 1 0 1 
Foster parents 2 2 0 
Own mother, stepfather 8 2 6 
o,.m father' stepmother 2 1 1 
One parent only 3 0 3 
Relatives 1 1 0 
TOTAL 36 12 24 
Another factor vrhich must be considered is that ovm. 
parents are often more apt to bring their children to a 
clinic. Adoptive mothers and stepmothers might feel a 
deeper sense of responsibility toward the handling of 
problems which might arise through their own inadequacies 
and errors in their upbringing of children v1ho are not 
their own. They might prefer to attempt to straighten out 
such difficulties through their own efforts, rather than 
risk facing condemnation from an outside source. The one 
adoptive mother who applied to the clinic is in Group II, 
and she did not follow through \dth clinic treatment. 
The second largest number of referrals are of 
children living with their own mothers and stepfathers, 
comprising 22.2 per cent of the total number studied--
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16.7 per cent in Group I and 25 per cent in Group II. This 
total figure might give some idea as to the effect the loss 
of a child's own father and replacement by another father 
figu~e has had on younger children. From the figures on 
the limited number of cases studied here, it may be 
speculated that mothers in this second largest group are 
less apt to follo'\!r through '\.·lith treatment. This is an 
area in which further study beyond the scope of this paper 
might be indicated. 
PLACE OF CHILD IN FAMILY 
In addition to knowing the type of parents with whom 
the child was living at the time of application, knowledge 
of the number of siblings in the family and the child's 
place among them might be helpful in regard to the 
acceptance of treatment. This information is given in 
Table # 3. 
The greatest n~mber, or 41.7 per cent of the children, 
were the oldest of tvro or more children in the family. 
This percentage is evenly divided '\!Tithin the two groups, 
I being 41.7 per cent of Group I and Group II. Only 
li 
I children were 22.2 per cent of the total number. Youngest 
children were 25 per cent of the total. Hiddle children 
vrere referred less frequently than children of any other 
ordinal position, and amount to only 11.1 per cent. I 
-~~==~==~=~ 
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TABLE # 3 
PLACE OF CHILD IN FAHILY 
Place in family Total Group I Group II 
Only 8 3 5 
Youngest 9 3 6 
Oldest 15 5 10 
Hiddle 4 1 3 
TOTAL 36 12 24 
The percentage variation between Groups I and II in 
these four classifications is negligible, thereby showing 
no relation to whether or not the mothers accepted 
treatment. 
INFORNANT AT APPLICATION 
In connection with a mother's recognition of the 
child's problem and her willingness to take action about 
it, the number of mothers who are the informants a t the 
intake interviews might be studied. If the child is 
living at home with the mother, it is most desirable to 
have her bring the problem to t he clinic, rather than 
obtaining the information from a social worker or other 
family member. We may speculate that a mother's 'dlling-
ness to bring the child initially may be a positive factor 
to'\trard her readiness to carry through 'd th treatment. 
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Table # 4 shows the classification of informants at 
t he intake intervievrs. In ~0. 6 per cent of the total 
cases, the mothers were the i nformants. 
TABLE # 4 
CLASSIFICATION OF INFOID~TTS AT INTAKE 
Informant Total Group I Group 
Mother 29 7 22 
Father 2 1 1 
Social 1<1orker 4 3 1 
Relative 1 1 0 
TOTAL 36 12 24 
II 
The speculation as to mother informants being a 
definitely positive indication is not borne out by our 
figures. Mothers were informants in 91.6 per cent of 
cases in Group II, but only 5'8.3 per cent of Group I. It 
shou~d be considered, however, that in Group I t he single 
relative informant 't·ras an uncle, with whom the child had 
been living since his parents' divorce four years prior 
to application. In one of the three cases in v.rhich a 
social "rorker was the informant, the worker vras considered 
the informant only in the respect that the child vras 
already being seen at another clinic, while the mother was 
being treated at the Southard Clinic. Therefore, the 
worker at the other clinic referred t he child and gave 
--==r-=--=- - =- --- --=--
the informat i on t hat had already been obtained by her. 
The other t'\•TO social \vorkers v.rere from placement agencies, 
ref erring children vrho vrere t hen already living in foster 
home s . The \..rorkers in t he se instances were able to give 
the neces sary information more ea sily than the fo s ter 
mothers. 
PSYCHOLOGICAL TESTING 
Although not all the children in both group s were 
given p sychological tests as part of t he di agnostic process, 
Table # 5 sho\·Ts t he distribution of intelligence quotients 
when known. 
TABLE # 5 
DISTRIBUTION OF I NTELLIGENCE QUOTIENTS 
Classification Total Group I Group II 
Inferior 0 0 0 
Borderline 2 0 2 
Lovr average 2 1 1 
Averag e 10 5 5 
Hi gh average 4 2 2 
Superior 3 1 2 
Very superior 0 0 0 
None given 14 3 11 
No result 1 0 1 
TOTAL 36 12 24 
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Since only 75 per cent of the intelligence quotients 
in Group I and only 50 per cent in Group II are knovm, no 
general conclusions regarding this factor can be made on 
the cases studied. It is worthy to note that in neither 
group is there a single child below the borderline level, 
and that the t wo borderline cases are in Group II. In t he 
three cases of superior intelligence, the percentage is 
evenly divided bet,qeen Groups I and II. 
CLINIC VISITS I N GROUP II 
The number of clinic visits made by the children 
studied in Group II varies. Some came for the social 
service intake intervie-v; only, others for the psychological 
testing also, a few for intake and diagnostic interviews, 
and the remainder came for complete application procedure 
but no treat ment. 
Table # 6 indicates the number of visits made to the 
clinic by the informants and children within Group II, 
also indicating the phases of the a pplication procedure 
which were completed. In all these cases, the child 'Ycas 
prematurely withdrawn from clinic contact. 
Full application procedure took place in 29.2 per 
cent of the cases. In 37.5 per cent, only the first step 
was completed. 
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TABLE. # 6 
NU11BER AND CLASSIFICATION OF CLINI C VISITS r1ADE BY GROUP II 
Clinic Visits 
Social service intake only 
Intake and psychological testing 
Intake and diagnostic 
Number 
Intake, psychologi cal and diagnostic 
9 
6 
2 
7 
TOTAL 24 
Since treatment plans are not recommended until after 
the diagnostic interview, the suggested treatment is not 
available in 70.8 per cent of Group II cases. 
TREATHENT PLANS 
After a clinic application has been accepted for 
treatment, one of several plans may be suggested by the 
psychiatrist who has done the diagnostic interview vdth 
both the mother and the child. Possibilities of treatment 
plans are psychiatric interviews with the child, while the 
mother sees a social worker; two social -vrorkers may treat 
both t he mother and the child; or a social worker may do 
play therapy , .. ri th the child, while the mother receives 
psychiatric treatment. At the clinic, there is no set rule ! 
for t he child to see the psychiatrist and the parent to 
receive help from the social worker. Disposition of cases 
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depends on t he degree of emotional disturbance in the child 
and in the parent, as vrell as the availability of child 
psychiatrists and of social workers ·who can work \·Jith 
children at the time the application is made . 
Table # 7 shm·rs the di spo si tion of all Group I cases 
and t he nine Group II cases ,,,hich returned for diagnostics. 
TABLE # 7 
DISPOSITION OF CASES 
Treatment plan Total Group I Group II 
Child--psychiatrist; 
15 8 parent--social worker 7 
Parent--psychiatrist; 
child-- social "Yrorker 2 l l 
Child and narent--social "Vmrkers 1 l 0 
Parent only--psychiatrist 1 1 0 
Child only--psychiatrist 2 2 0 
TOTAL 21 12 9 
At least three psychiatric treatment sessions '"ere 
held in all cases in Group I, the number ranging from 
three to twenty-two. In 71.4 per cent of the total cases, 
the most commonly found disposition of psychiatric play 
therapy with the child and social service interviews w"i th 
the mother vrere recommended. This was true in 88 .9 per 
cent of cases in Group II, and in 58.3 per cent of 
Group I cases. 
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In the one instance in which only the mother vras seen 
for treatment , t he decision ;..,ras her ovm . She felt that i t 
v1ould be un\<rise to br ing the child to the clinic , but felt 
that she vms the source of the problem and decided to 
apply f or help for herself . I n t he t i.·ro cases in which 
only the child i..Jas seen, the children '\•rere living in 
temporary foster home placements and had been referred by 
placement agencies , so that the foster parent was not 
treated . Clini c treatment plan would not seem t o be a 
factor t o be considered in whether or not a mother vrill 
accept or rej ect treatment . 
--~ ---
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CHAPTER IV 
THREE FACTORS GIVEN SPECIAL CONSIDERATION 
This chapter is concerned vdth the analysis of data 
on three major factors which the writer anticipated would 
produce results to show closer correlation to whether or 
not mothers accept treatment than the general factors 
studied in the preceeding chapter. These three major 
factors are: the problem presented at application, the 
duration of the problem prior to application, and the 
source of the referral. 
PROBLEM PRESENTED AT APPLICATION 
Among the patients of any child guidance clinic are 
found children who are commonly considered to be naughty 
and those who are described as being too good. There are 
children who cannot get along well at school, children 
who run a\'ray, and children who get into court because of 
illegal conduct. There are children with peculiar 
mannerisms, and there are those who are too alert and full ' 
of vitality. All these and many others are held to be 
the concern of the child psychiatrist, and for them the 
psychiatric clinic offers services that range from advice 
I 
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and help in modifying the environment to various forms of 
psychotherapy. 
The follmrlng tables '\•Till show the classifications of 
problems as presented by the informants at the clinic. 
The classification is divided into four types, namely: 
children who present problems because of socially unac-
ceptable behavior; children who present problems manifested 
chiefly in personality reactions; children who present 
problems in habit formation; and children who present 
problems in the area of school difficulties. 
\Vhen reading the following tables, it is necessary 
to remember that any given child may have been referred 
for one or more symptoms, most often several symptoms. 
The total number of symptoms lis t ed as reasons for referral 
will, therefore, exceed the number of children referred. 
It must also be noted that further psychiatric study of 
the child may have revealed symptoms more significant 
than t hose given by the informant as the reasons for the 
child having ,been referred. These tables illustrate only 
the symptoms as reported by the informant at intake and 
thought by him at that time to constitute the reason for 
bringing the child for help in a psychiatric clinic. 
Thirty-five different problems were presented in the 
thirty-six cases studied. The total number of times all 
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j problems were stated equals one hundred and sixteen . 
I Table # 8 shows the classifica tion of problems manifested 
I partl y i n socially tma cceptable behavior problems . 
II 
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TABLE # 8 
CLASSIFICATION AND ITI~illER OF PROBLEMS MANIFESTED PARTLY 
I N SOCIALLY UNACCEPTABLE BEHAVIOR 
Problem Total Group I Group II 
Aggre ssiveness 3 2 1 
Bullyi ng other children 1 1 0 
Desire to harm 1 1 0 
Destructiveness 1 0 1 
Disobedience 7 2 5 
Fire setting 2 1 1 
Lying 5 5 0 
Running away l 0 1 
Sex difficulties 3 0 3 
St aying out l at e 1 1 0 
Stealing 9 4 5 
Suicidal a ttemp ts 1 0 1 
s,,;earing 1 1 0 
Temper t antrums 6 1 5 
Truancy 4 0 4 
TOTAL 46 19 27 
The total number of problems vli thin this category 
equals almost twice the number of problems sta ted in any 
of the other three ca tegories , and constitutes 39 .7 per 
cent of the total number of problems pre sented at i n take . 
This l arge fi gure would indicate t hat chil dren's behavior 
which reacts negatively upon others in the community are 
either more apt to be dealt "Yrith by t he mothers , or, more 
~~==~-.- -- --== ----- -· 
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likely, are more easil:,r recognizable by mothers than other 
childhood problems . 
The figures shown in Table # 8 seem to carry through 
this speculation. Problem behavior vrhi ch affects people 
outside of the home situa tion is greater in Group I-- ji 
behavior such as bullying other children, aggressiveness, 
lying, swearing, and stealing . Stealing is the problem II 
most often stated in total, cons tituting 39. 6 per cent of 
the problems in this category--21.1 per cent in Group I, 
and 19. 8 per cent in Group II. Disobedience and temper 
tantrums , which are usually manifested mostly at home, 
equal 37 per cent of the Group II problems. It is 
interesting that all three problems of sex difficulties, 
problems which mothers usually find especially difficult 
to accept, occur in Group II. 
Two case illustrations are pre sented to illustrate 
some of these finding s. Case # 1 is an exampl e of a child 
in Group I, who was referred for lying and stealing, t v1o 
of the problems which are observable to other members of 
t he community, and which the family felt more obliged to 
correct. This is a case cl osed by the clinic after four-
teen play therapy sessions over a treatment period of 
seven months, wi t h both the parents and t he child feeling 
t hat t he child had sufficiently i mproved to vrarrant 
termination of the case. 
- --=-- ==-----"=----===== 
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CASE # 1 
Intake: Alan, age 9, was referred to the 
clinic by the guidance director at his school, 
because of lying, stealing, and poor school 
conduct. 
Informant at application was f a ther, v1ho 
was remarried, A. being his ovm son by first 
marriage. Father felt that he, himself, needed 
help and devoted the first part of the intake 
interview to talking about himself. He spoke 
of his difficulties ~Q th interpersonal relation-
ships and of his being a nervous, rigid 
disciplinarian. His first marriage was a very 
unhappy one. 
Hi story and development ""Vrere average. A. 
was in t he third grade, had not repeated any 
grades, and the school had shovm no special 
concern until t he time of referral. Father felt 
that he did not kno'V! much about the boy's school 
adjustment. He had made an appointment - to discuss 
this ~d th the teacher prior to clinic appointment, 
but teacher's illness had prevented his speaking 
1.-Ti th her. 
The background of A.'s problem seemed to be 
an unhappy home life from -birth onvrards. Parents 
lived together for two years, fighting continually. 
Father then Hent overseas in the 1'1erchant Narines. 
Mother gradually gave A. over to the care of 
father's tHo maiden aunts, who loved him and took 
complete charge, with mother seldom visiting. 
Parents were divorced vlhen A. 1.-.ras about five. 
There "'ere many moves, as father still went to sea. 
Their home had only been established about six 
months prior to application. Before that, they 
lived 1..Ji th stepmother's parents for a short 
period. Father stated that stepmother s tood up 
for A. to protect him from father's rages. On .the 
other hand, she tried not to interfere v!i th father's 
discipline, feeling that A. \vas his child and that -
it wa s his right to deal with him as he savr fit. 
Father felt that he 1.vas too strict v.ri th the boy 
and that it might be better for stepmother to 
deal wi th the child. 
Psychological Testing: Revised Stanford Binet 
revealed an I.Q. of 113, showing high average to 
superior intellectual functioning. A. was 
talkative, alert, cooperative, and actively 
interested in test materials. Attention \·Tas fairly 
well sustained, although occasionally he inter-
rupted task a t hand to tell about something 
unrelated. 
Diagnostic Intervie\·1: A. and father '\Arere seen, 
individually. A. was friendly and alert. He said 
that he did not '\Amnt to talk about his problems, 
that he was too ashamed, and that he did not feel 
that there \>ras any help for them. A. 1 s eyes filled 
\>nth tears as he said this, but he did not 
elaborate further. His school and social adjust-
ment appeared satisfactory. 
Father was very talkative and friendly in 
his interview. He '~s very glib about castigating 
himself for being too hard on the boy. 
Social Service Contact: Although social 
service was recommended with the father, contact 
was mainly '\\rith the stepmother, since father at 
the same time Y.ras receiving much help through 
attendance at A. A. When father did come in to 
see worker near the close of treatment, worker's 
impression \vas that he was an extremely insecure, 
emotionally tmstable and immature person who 
covered up his weaknesses with a disguise of 
extroversion and a discussion of subjects which 
were emotionally meaningless. It was thought then 
that it would be inadvisable to persuade him to 
enter treatment. 
Stepmother was very cooperative during 
treatment, and '\<Torker felt that she was handling 
the patient \•Tell at home. Father was shov1ing more 
interest in A. and was not drinking. Family 
relatj_onships in general had improved considerably. 
Contact v.ri th the clinic "'as terminated v.ri th 
parents and patient all participating well in the 
process. 
t/ 
Case # 2 is an illustration of one of the three 
problems of sex difficulties presented in Group II. In 
this case, the mother certainly recognized the problem 
~~d indicated desire for help, yet was not able to follow 
through with treatment, nor did she respond to diagnostic 
interview appointment. 
CASE # 2 
Intake: Phyllis, age 9, was brought to the 
clinic by her stepmother, upon referral from 
S.P.C.C. Her problem was one of having been 
involved vdth a paternal uncle in sex practices 
over a long period of time--including fallatio, 
cunnilungus, and masturbation. P. had been 
living with this uncle between the ages of six 
months and seven years and had visited frequently 
until a few months before a pplication, when it 
vms discovered that such activities were going on. 
Uncle admitted his guilt and confessed involvement 
v1ith the patient. S.P.c.c. Y.ras referring P. 
because of excessive emotional demonstrations, 
masturbation, and poor school adjustment. 
Parents seemed to be very eager for help. They 
were particularly concerned about whether P. 
would introduce her half-siblings to sexual 
practices, and also ,.,hether she Y.rould become 
promiscuous during adolescence. 
Stepmother talked very easily about the 
youngster. She told worker that P. was like other 
Italian girls, had never been told about sex and 
reacted 1rith some f .ear and misgivings to marital 
relations. ~iother did not 1vant P. to be afraid of 
men, and yet 1~s somewhat shocked because P. 
apparently enjoyed relations v!i th the uncle. She 
seemed to have considerable warmth for P. and told 
worker hO\v considerate P. 1-ms of her and h01·1 
affectionate she vms. Mother was extremely neat 
and clean. She \vas irritated 1vi th P. 1 s untidiness 
and lack of aversion to dirt. Other children did 
not like P. because she v1as too bossy vJith them 
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and threw herself at them until it hurt. Usually 
P. played vdth younger children. 
P. '<Jas in the fourth grade, had not repeated 
any grades. She did not learn easily in school 
because she fooled too much. More than once, 
P. reacted to criticism from the teacher by 
becoming very upset--weeping , shaking. At other 
times, she was unaffected by criticism or 
scolding. Relationships at home were not very 
good. P. was jealous of her half-siblings and 
felt that the stepmother fussed more ,.ri th the baby 
than ¥nth her. P. was afraid of her father and 
would have little to do ,,a th him. In spite of 
jealousy, P. was very attached to stepmother. 
P. said this was really her o-vm mother whom 
father had divorced and then remarried. 
Worker's impression '"as that this was 
apparently a situation of early sexual trauma 
(~~th incest a highly significant element) 
of a very sensitive girl. Father and step-
mother i.Yere very involved emotionally in their 
reactions to sex experiences • . Stepmother 
seemed to have real capacity for rna ternal \lrarmth. 
She was basically somewhat rigid but could 
probably be freed slightly in relation to the 
child. 
The largest number of problems presented at the clinic 
has been stated in Table # 8. The next largest number 
fall into the category of problems maP~fested partly 
or completely in the area of school difficulties, as 
seen in Table # 9. These comprise 21.6 per cent of the 
total problems presented. 
Although the percentage of school problems in each 
group in relation to the total problems in each group is 
almost the same--21.4 per cent in Group I and 21.8 per 
cent in Group II--there is one significant difference. 
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Most of the children represented in Group I in Table # 9 
are also represented in one or more of the other classifi-
cations of problems. That is, the informants reported 
problems in other areas as '\<Tell as those in school 
difficulties. In Group II, ho,·Tever, five of the mother 
informants in no v1ay adt'Tii tted that their child vTa.s a 
problem. They had applied to the clinic under pressure 
from either the school committee or the school teacher, 
who felt that the child's behavior was in need of attention. 
TABLE # 9 
CLASSIFICATION AND NUMBER OF PROBLEMS HANIFESTED PARTLY 
OR .COMPLETELY IN THE AHEA OF SCHOOL DIFFICULTIES 
Problem Total Group I Group II 
Poor school work 11 3 8 
Indifference 4 1 3 
Conduct problem 7 4 3 
Difficulty getting to 
school 3 1 2 
TOTAL 25 9 16 
Only one of the Group I cases had been referred from 
the school. The rest had applied to the clinic mainly 
for help vdth some other problem , mentioning school 
difficulties along Ylith the main complaint. Case # 1, 
presented above as an example of the type of problem 
presented in the category of socially unacceptable behavior, 
=--~-- -
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also serves as an illustration of the Group I cases \·r.i thin 
this second category. Case # 3 gives a more detailed 
example of such a situation, for in this case school 
difficulty was mentioned only slightly along ~Qth the much 
more serious problems in evidence. It is a Group I case. 
CASE # 3 
Intake: Robert, age 6, was referred to the 
clinic by Massachusetts General Hospital because 
of -acute psychotic symptoms. Maternal uncle ~ms 
informant. R. was an only child, living with this 
uncle, maiden aunt, and maternal granQmother. 
Parents had been divorced three years previously, 
and mother ~~s a student nurse in New York, home 
only on vacations. 
The symptom picture at the time of appli-
cation shovred R. to be completely ~ri thdrawn, 
increasingly mute and confused. Teacher felt 
that he was slow in learning. There were frequent 
occurrences of R. walking around the house, 
whispering to himself, of silly, inappropriate 
giggling, and considerable apprehension. This 
behavior was detected by the family as beginning 
about five weeks prior to intake, at which time 
mother returned to New York follov1ing vacation 
period at home. The onset of symptoms was slow, 
and it was learned that family noticed the start 
was a difficulty in articulation. Following this 
difficulty, R. seemed to be very hostile and 
angry for about two ~reeks, during which time he 
had a severe temper tantrum. Follo,dng this, he 
developed present symptom picture. 
R. had been given no explanation concerning 
divorce of his parents and was seeing father 
frequently. When uncle described father, he gave 
impression that the relationship between R. and 
father was very superficial. When mother came 
home, she gave R. a good deal of attention. 
----~~-------
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Developmental history contained nothing 
unusual except for considerable eating difficulty 
since age of four • . R. vras described as al~rays 
having been a quiet, rather shy child who was 
easily disciplined and who responded very 
positively to,-.rard any show of affection. Family 
history showed that paternal grand~other was 
hospitalized during menopause; paternal grand-
father conuni tted suicide; maternal atmt vras 
hospitalized for a year vrtth possible manic attack; 
paternal aunt was at Walter Fernald School; mother 
was hospitalized for four days at Boston State 
Hospital during time of her divorce. 
Diagnostic Interview: R. vms almost completely 
mute, giggled inappropriately, and at times 
seemed very apprehensive. He shov1ed no interest 
in objects in the room, but sat and stared most of 
the time. When given pencil and paper, he just 
scribbled. His speech vJas slow and he shmved 
difficulty in articulation. 
After conferring with the Children's Hospital, 
where complete neurological examination -was given, 
psychiatrist felt that this was a psychosis, 
probably on an organic basis. R. was seen in play 
therapy for about nine months. At that time, 
mother asked if she might take him to Nevr York to 
live 'dth her. Psychiatrist agreed but strongly 
urged her to seek psychiatric help for herself and 
son while there. 
Social Service Contact Contact was mainly with 
maternal aunt, though uncle, grandmother, R.'s 
father and mother were seen a few times. Social 
worker felt that any improvement in R. was due 
either to his relationship ~~th the therapist or 
to a spontaneous remission of symptoms. She did 
not feel that there had been any modification 
through her work in the attitudes within the family 
group because of their rigidity and complete 
resistance to change. 
Worker felt that mother was more sensitive to 
child's needs than other family members and that 
child - seemed to have strong ties toward mother. 
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Case illustration # 4 is presented as an example of 
the mothers in Group II who applied to the clinic at t he 
suggestion of the school, but who did not consider their 
child a serious problem. Case # 7, under source of 
referral, ~dll reveal clearly the at titude of some of the 
Group II mothers, who expressed resentment at being asked 
to come to the clinic, expressing their hostility by 
transferring responsibility and blame onto the school 
teacher. 
CASE # 4 
Intake: Harold, age 7, was referred to the 
clinic by the school teacher. H. was living 
1dth both parents and an Q~cle, who accompanied 
the mo ther to the intake interview. H. had a 
twin sister and a twenty-two year old brother. 
The mother and uncle entered the intru{e 
office and threw the letter from school telling 
them of the clinic appointment on the desk. 
Hother ~ras extremely hostile. She could see no 
reason for her being there, for H. was not a 
problem so far as she vras concerned. School 
teacher thought him to be unruly, unmanageable, 
and unvdlling to pay attention to authority. 
l•Iother agreed vii th this partially but insisted 
that she could handle the problem herself by 
punishing H., which she often did. Mother 
punished him vli th a strap. 
Mother stated that it was out of the 
question for her to be seen along with the child 
in treatment. Worker was tmable to get develop-
mental history of the child, but mother felt 
that she ought to relate that H. was hit by a 
car one year before and ~~s unconscious for 
fourteen days. He Q~dervrent brain surgery and 
vras in the hospital for four months. She said 
~---
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that his behavior did not change as a result of 
the accident, but that he had always been that 
way. Mother had told the school to pQ~ish him 
as they saw fit, so that there was no reason 
for her to come to the clinic. Mother did not 
feel that the information reauested on the face 
sheet ~~s of any concern to the worker. She 
refused to state husband's income as a basis 
for determining the fee. -
II A third category of problems presented at intake is 
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sho11n in Table # 10, under the heading of problems 
manifested partly in personality reactions of the children. 
TABLE # 10 
CLASSIFICATION A-1\TD Nm1BER OF PROBLEMS HANIFESTED PARTLY 
IN PERSONALITY REACTIONS 
Problem Total Group I Group II 
Crying, excessive 2 0 2 
Fears 1 1 0 
Overactivity 3 0 3 
Nervousness 6 3 3 
Stubborness 1 0 1 
Timidity 2 0 2 
Unpopularity with others 5 1 4 
Withdra¥m behavior 3 1 2 
TOTAL 23 6 17 
. I 
The percentage difference between Groups I and II in 
rela tion to the total number of problems presented in 
each group is greater in this category of personality 
reactions than in any other category. In Group I, 
problems of personality reaction are 14.3 per cent of the 
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total Group I problems, "'hereas in Group II they are 
25 per cent. Within this category, hmvever, there is 
no noted difference in the v~rious problems presented 
by the informants in each group. 
The smallest number of problems presented in both 
groups are those manifested partly in poor habit forma-
tion, as indicated in Table # 11. 
TABLE # 11 
CLASSIFICATION AND NUMB:8R OF PROBLE~1S lviANIFESTED PARTLY 
IN POOR HABIT FORiv!ATION 
It is very probable that '\>Tithin this category, 
however, some of these problems existed in many of the 
other cases, but vrere not empha sized at intake. For 
example, a mother who comes to the clinic for help ~Qth 
lying, stealing, disobedience, or extremely aggressive 
behavior i n the child might not at first consi der it 
II 
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important to mention '\vhat to her mi ght be a relatively 
insignificant problem such as nailbiting , occasional 
thumbsucking, or eating difficulty. 
As in the category of personality reaction problems, 
t here does not seem to be any noted difference in the 
problems of poor habit formation betvreen Groups I and II. 
TABLE # 12 
TOTAL NUMBER AND PERCENTAGES OF PROBLEMS PRESENTED 
IN EACH CATEGORY 
Type of Problem Total Group I Group II 
Socially unacceptable 
lr6 behavior 19 27 
School difficulties 25 9 16 
Personality reactions 23 6 17 
Habit formation 22 8 llr 
TOTAL 116 lf-2 7lr 
PERCENTAGES 
Type of Problem Total Group I Group II 
Socially unacceptable 
39.6% 45. 2% 36.5% behavior 
School difficulties 21.6 21.5 21.6 
Personality reactions 19.8 14.3 2~.0 
Habit formation 19.0 19.0 1 -9 
TOTAL 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 
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Table # 12 is presented to give the reader an overall 1 
picture of the total number of problens presented v.Jithin 
each category, and their distribution between Group I and 
Group II. The total percentages represent the category 
percentages of the total problems presented. Percentage 
figures listed under Groups I and II represent the 
category percentages of the total problems presented 
'~thin Groups I and II separately. 
DURATION OF PROBLEH PRIOR TO APPLICATION 
It is often difficult for most parents to recognize 
and then to accept the fact that there is a problem in 
regard to their own child. Even after they have been 
able to accept the fact that there might conceivably be 
a problem, they hesitate to request help, and they delay 
in bringing the child to an outside source for needed 
help . So often, any unusual mannerism or behavior may 
more easily be considered a normal part of the process 
of gro,ring up , and of course t his is often true. School 
difficulties are of ten a t to be attributed to the 
I 
personality of the teacher, to her lack of understanding 11 
and cooperation, rather than to a problem in the child. 
:Hany mothers may be too guilt-ridden to be able to 
face the existence of a problem, feeling that it is 
probably the fault of the paren ts, producing much anxiety. 
Table # 13 will bear out the fact that many parents 
postpone as long as possible the step of seeking help for 
their children and for themselves. Only after they have 
tried their ovm methods of punishment, indifference, and 
excessive interference unsuccessfully are they willing to 
take the initial step of requesting help outside. Even 
then, many of the parents cannot follow through beyond 
this first step. 
Table # 13 analyzes the length of time in Groups I 
and II during which the problem was evident before the 
child was brought for clinic help. 
TABLE # 13 
DURATION OF PROBLEM PRIOR TO CLINIC APPLICATION 
Duration of problem Total Group I Group II 
Less than one month 2 2 0 
1-6 months 4 3 1 
6- 12 months ~ 0 3 1-2 years 3 5 
2-3 years 5 1 4 
3-4 years 6 2 4 
lt-5 years 2 0 2 
5-6 years 2 0 2 
Unkno\•m 4 1 3 
TOTAL 36 12 24 
There appears to be significant difference in the 
length of time of the duration of the problem prior to 
I' 
clinic application in Groups I and II. The only t,.m 
problems of less than one month's duration are in Group I. 
Five of the twelve Group I cases were of less than six 
months' duration, while only one of the twenty-four 
Group II cases had been in existence for this fairly short 
period of time. In Group II, 50 per cent of the cases 
were in evidence for two to six years before application, 
while only 25 per cent of Group I cases dated back so far. 
Not one Group I case was longer than less than four years' 
dur a tion. 
Pressure from school co~~ittees, private physicians, 
hospita ls, and courts, who are in authoritarian positions, 
is often the precipitating factor behind a clinic 
application, but does not indicate the degree of t he 
parent 1 s vlillingness toward the acceptance of the help 
applied for. Case# 5 is cited as an example of a 
problem of long-standing duration, with which t he mother 
w-as evidently not yet prepared to accept help. 
CASE # 5 
Intake: Barbara, age 8, was referred to the 
clinic by New England Ho spital, viith problem of 
enuresis, after physical examination was neg~tive. 
Mother wa s the informant. She was very 1vell 
poised and talked easily. She had not realized 
that_ bed vretting could be helped and \>!aS glad 
to learn of clinic. Enuresis and nailbiting 
were B.'s tv10 habits which annoyed the mother. 
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Developmental history showed that birth and 
pregnancy were normal, and there \~s no diffi-
culty. B. was breast fed in the hospital, but 
mother lost milk the day she arrived at home. 
B. was never a feeding problem . She never baby 
t a l ked, and talked well a t one year. She \vas 
toilet trained vJhen a little over one year old, 
\dth no difficulty. Three weeks later, B. again 
started to Het and had continued since. 
Ho ther stated that B. v.ras an ideal child 
\vho had never given her any trouble. B. started 
school Hhen she ''ras five. She loved it and never 
wanted to stay at home. She got along ·Hell v!ith 
other children. She was an easy-going child, but 
once had a terrible display of temper when a 
little over one year old. Hother stood her in the 
corner for t wenty minutes until she quieted do\vn . 
Father I·Jas in service until B. vms two years old . 
When he returned, she at first resented his 
attitude toward the mother , but then began to 
shO\·J interest in him and became very fond of him. 
Diagnostic Interview: B. was extremely 
reserved and v.rithdr awn . She appeared to be 
frightened and apprehensive. The therapist felt 
that this behavior probably indicated her feeling 
of shame about enuresis, which B. knew was the 
reason for her coming. When therapist brought 
up the subject as a basis for her uneasiness, 
she wept but still could not verbalize her 
feelings. 
Hother -vras also interviewed. She showed 
much concern about B.'s symptoms and seemed to 
be very anxious that the child have treatment. 
Hother stated that B. is very much ashamed of 
her enuresis and had never been able to talk 
about it. 
In contrast to Case # 5, the following case illustra-
tion cites an example of a mother vrho quickly recognized 
a problem in her child, sought help before a longer period 
of time elapsed, and then accepted recommended treatment . 
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CASE # 6 
Intake: Gail, age 6, was referred to the 
clinic because of continuous lying for a period 
of just a few weeks. 
G. was boarded '"i th a foster family for the 
first four years of her life. Mother was working 
and father was in service, which necessitated 
her being boarded. During this time, mother 
visited her twice vreekly after work and took her 
home every weekend. She was boarded with several 
adults and received a great deal of attention. 
Problem at application was that for a fevr 
weeks, G. had lied continuously. Whenever any-
one asked her about anything, even the most 
inconsequential thing such as \vhat she had for 
lunch, patient fabricated. According to mother, 
G. had no reason for lying because she is not 
afraid of being punished. G. calls mother a 
liar and mother slaps her for this. Mother 
states that she herself is very edgy and flies 
off the handle easily. \1hen questioned, she 
said that patient and father do not have much 
to do with each other. He is not interested in 
children. 
G. sometimes has nightmares which usually 
result from the movies. She does not have 
temper tantrums but cries if a voice is raised 
to her. She sucks her finger at night. For 
six months, mother did not permit her to visit 
the foster mother. Week before intake, mother 
took her there for a four days' visit. Mother 
said that she had not discussed G.'s lying with 
foster mother. Patient accepts authority from 
foster parents but not from her own parents. 
Foster parents had no complaints about G. 
As mother \vas about to leave, she said 
that she had forgotten to tell worker that her 
husband is the patient's stepfather. Her own 
father was killed before G. was born, while he 
vms in service. Mother had been married to 
present husband for three years. 
'I 
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SOURCE OF REFERRAL 
Referrals to child guidance clinics are continually 
being made through public and private agencies , schools, 
hospitals, courts, local doctors, priests, and relatives, 
as well as through self-referral. Table # 14 shows the 
distribution of referral sources at the clinic of the 
children being studied in Groups I and II. 
TABLE # 14 
SOURCE OF REFERRAL DISTRIBUTION 
Source of Referral Total Group I Group II 
Court 1 0 1 
Hospital 4 3 4 Local doctor 0 4 
Priest 1 1 0 
Relative or friend 2 2 0 
School 4 1 8 Self 1 ~ Social agency 8 4 
TOTAL 36 12 24 
I The largest number of total referrals came from 
I' ,, 
I 
schools, representing 25 per cent of the total referrals. 
Of this number, 88 .9 per cent are in Group II, the group 
which did not follow through with treatment. Case # 7 
describes a Group II case referred to the clinic by the 
school. 
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CASE # 7 
Intake: Charles, age 10, was referred by the 
school because of poor school work and upsettin~ 
t he class. 1-1other '\r.ras tense and uncomfortable, o 
said that she did not understand what it was all 
about or the need for her coming. She stated 
that the problem to her '\vas that C. had difficulty 
"'.dth the teacher and he swore at her when she 
grabbed him by the hands. C. had run home and 
called his mother at work to tell that there had 
been trouble at school. Since then, mother does 
not know what happened. She was notified by 
letter to come to school. C. had been given a 
test as he was not up to his grade in spelling, 
reading, and arithmetic. Mother did not under-
stand what '\oras wrong, asked teacher if he \vas 
unbalanced. Teacher said that he was like other 
normal children, but that there was something 
underneath that 'layer' and that she would like 
to know what it is. Mother believes that it is 
just because C. swore at her that the school is 
trying to make trouble for him. Mother says 
that he always got along in other grades, but 
he now has an older teacher whom mother feels 
does not understand him. 
Mother denies that she ever had any 
difficulty '\odth the patient. She said that he 
gets along well with other children, but as all 
children, 'gets into scraps that are all over in 
a few minutes. 1 Mother has been "'.vorking for the 
past two years, gets home from work at five, so 
that C. takes care of himself and is alv1ays at 
home when she arrives. The only thing that 
mother can say about the test is that C. 
nrobably took a little longer than the other 
children, probably because he had other things 
on his mind, such as playing. 
Patient 1 s father deserted mother vrhen she 
was three months' pregnant, and she \·rent to live 
'\Vith her mother • . C. never spoke of his father, 
never asked any questions about him, so that 
mother does not think he is worried about this. 
She hesitantly said that he might possibly be 
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wondering about this and other things, but she 
would not elaborate. Mother 'l.vorks so tha t she 
vnll not have to be dependent upon A.D.C. 
When worker called mother for diagnostic 
interview appointment, mother stated t hat she 
had decided it 'tvould not be necessary to return 
to t he clinic. 
It is evident in t his case, as in many other cases 
of school referral, that t he mother had little under-
standing of the clini c referral and was not prepared to 
accept t reat ment. The large percentage of school referrals 
which did not follow through with treatment seems to 
. indicate the need for greater clarification to t he mothers 
on the part of the teachers of t he reasons and purpo ses 
behind each referral. 
Another example of a Group II case referred by an 
authoritarian ag ency is given in Case # 8. If this 
mother had not been referred to the cl inic by the court 
proba tion officer, it seems most unlikely tha t she would 
have made even the preliminary application step toward 
requesting help. 
CASE # 8 
Intake: Hother into clinic to give informa-
tion regarding 8-year old daughter, Lois. 
Problem was, according to mother, of recent 
origin and seemed to be a reaction to L.'s 
recently having come to live wi th mother . from 
a fo ster home. Several days before, L. had 
run away f rom her mother back to foster home 
and told mother in home that own mother had 
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beat her and did not vmnt her. Foster mother 
called mother, since she knew enough not to 
believe the story. However, this episode, 
along \dth the fact that 1. had lied and had 
been shovring an increasing tendency to exaggerate, 
motivated mother into bringing her to clinic. 
I 
1. had had a very difficult life. She was 
conceived before her parents' marriage and had 
alM3.ys been the recipient of . obvious rejection 
by her father and his family because of this. 
The parents \\rere married six months after she 
vras born and for the first t"Jo years 1. and 
parents lived vTi th father's family. Father was 
abusive and cruel, but mother tried to excuse 
him, waiting to see \t!hat vrould happen in their 
own home. When they did become established in 
their ovm apartment, there was no improvement. 
Shortly after, father joined the service. 
Mother uses her maiden name as surname. Mother 
left father six years before application, l ater 
found that she vms pregnant but did not change 
her mind about leaving him. Sibling was born 
vrhen 1. vras 3t. A maternal grandaunt took care 
of the children until three years after birth of 
second child, ·when they were placed in a foster 
home. Both children remained together. 
Mother visited the children often and brought 
along present husband long before they_ ,.,ere 
married. She felt that they all got along well 
and ,.,as quite secure in establishing her mvn. 
home and taking the children to live vdth her. 
Worker felt that mother was rather anxious 
about the clinic visit, shown by a good deal of 
resistance in answering questions. She answered 
~dth as little information as possible and did not 
respond to \•Torker 1 s overtures of under standing and 
acceptance. She was extremely honest both in the 
information and in her feeling s about her first 
marriage, but she was apparently reacting to the 
situation of a clinic ne\v to her, to vrhich she had 
been sent by her o\vn probation officer. 
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Table # 14 shows two sources of referral which are 
represented in Group I only • One case vras referred to the 
clinic by a priest, and two were referred by relatives 
or friends. The single priest referral represents only 
2.8 per cent of the total number of referrals, which 
raises the question of the possibility of closer coopera-
. !; tion and understanding between psychiatric clinics and 
religious leaders. 
Because of the complete omission of priest or friend 
referrals in Group II, the tvro follovring cases will be 
cited as examples of referrals pertinent to Group I 
exclusively. 
r-· -
CASE # 9 
Intake: Mark, age 10, 1o-ras referred to the 
clinic by his parish priest. Problem was one of 
aggressive, obstinate behavior to\vard mother, 
siblings, and maternal grandparents. M. had also 
stolen from mother and local stores, later denied 
the theft. 
Mother described her ovm life as having been 
very unhappy, especially since her marriage. 
Father drank excessively, spent most of his pay 
on whiskey, fought and beat his \·rife in front of 
the children. Hother -vmrked during her marriage. 
She l~ft father once because of his drunkenness, 
but she returned to him on advice of parents. 
She finally separated from him seven years after 
marriage. Mother continued working to support 
family, vihile maintaining a home \·lith her parents. 
M. entered day nursery at ~~ . In first 
grade, mother was told by teacher that 'he vras 
too smart for his own good.' M. never paid 
h 
attention in school, never di d his homevrork, 
but received excellent grades. He was 
definitely a conduct problem in school, v:hich 
resulted in his being kept back in third grade, 
although his scholastic work merited promotion. 
M. -vras described by mother as being shy, 
not outgoing, not friendly vdth other people. 
Diagnostic Interview: M. was vdllful, 
obstinate, aggressive, and demanding ¥Ti th mother. 
He has no friends. Relationships are generally 
poor. Conduct poor in school. In interview, 
child is tense and defensive. He volunteers no 
information. He denied tha t he had any diffi-
culty except for occasional conflict '\vi th mother. 
He stated that his best friend was his dog, 
who disappeared several weeks before. 
In interview, mother described aggressive 
behavior '\·lith assaults on her vrhen l-1. is in a 
t antrum . She stated that H. had never been 
cuddly or affectionate. As a small chi ld , he 
1.ras extremely fri ghtened of strangers and '\vould 
hide 1·1hen people came to visit. Even novT, 
his behavior wi th guests was bizarre. He vrould 
giggle, not greet them, thrO'\·T objects into the 
room to get their attention. 
One more case illustration is presented in Case # 10 
to portray more clearly the obviously more positive 
attitude shovm by a mother referred by a friend, in 
contrast to the reluctant attitude seen in the school 
and court referrals. 
CASE # 10 
Intake:- Donald, age 8, was brought to the 
clinic by his mother and father at the suggestion 
of a friend. Nother stated that D. '\vas extremely 
nervous, restless, could not sit still, and 
talked excessively. He vras the oldest of three 
children. 
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D. '\·.ras born thirteen months after parents • 
marriage, pregnancy vras vranted, but del i very 
was difficult. He was bottle fed because he 
rejected the breast, and he "ttras a grea t feeding 
problem during first four or five months. 
Toilet training vlas started a t age of 1~-, and 
D. had not '~:ret since but still ha d no boHel 
control. Parents s tated t hat t hey had tried 
every method to cure him, such as ignoring it, 
rub bing his face in the mess, making him '\·Ta sh 
his dirty clothes, but nothing had been effective. 
At the age of six months, D. started to have 
temper tantrums, would lie on the floor, kick and 
scream. The t antrums were still occurring about 
once a month. Mother qualified her use of '\·Tord 
tantrums, saying she felt fuss ;,-.rould be a better 
vrord to describe them. 
D. was usually very anxious to be helpful 
and wa s hurt vrhen his help \vas not accepted. 
Parents could not agree on pQ~ishment. Mother 
thought f a t her too harsh, father considered 
t hat mother was too easy . Worker felt that both 
parents v1ere extremely anxious to help t he child. 
They shm·Ted no out'\..rard resistance and '\·rere free 
in talki ng about themselves and their attitudes 
to;,,.rard and relationship '\ld t h t he chi ld. 
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CHAPTER V 
Sill1MARY , CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOHMENDATI ONS 
This study has been concerned vdth thirty-six 
children betvreen the ages of six and ten who vrere referred 
to the Southard Clinic during the period from September, 
1948, to September, 1949, for full clini c procedure with 
t he expectation of treatment. As stated in Chapter I, 
the purpo se of the study 1.vas to learn whether certain 
factors mi ght be rela ted to a parent's a ccept ance or 
rejection of the clinic treatment plan. These t hirty-six 
case s vrere divided i nto tvm group s. Group I consists of 
t he tw·elve cases 't<Thi ch returned to t he clinic to accept 
either partial or complete trea t ment after t he application 
process had been completed. Group II includes t he 
I b·renty-four cases i.Vhich did not a ccept any treatment, but 11 
stopped their clinic contact either during or i mmediately I 
after t he application process. 
It should be emphasized that any conclusions given 
in this chapter cannot be considered general conclusions, 
but results of the data analyzed on the t hirty-six cases 
studied. More valid general conclusions would necessarily II 
have to be reached from a study of a much larger number of 
children t han the t hirty-six studied in this paper. 
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The iATri ter found that in six of the factors studied, 
no significant differences vrere found between Group I 
aDd Group II which might be related to a parent's 
acceptance or rejection of clinic treatment. These six 
factors were age, sex, persons with whom child was 
living, child's place in the family, informant at 
application, and proposed clinic treatment plan. 
From the study of three other factors--the problem 
presented, the source of the referral, and the duration 
of the problem prior to application--limited conclusions 
can be drawn and reco~mendations made. 
Under the problems presented at application, 
significant variations between those who did and those lj 
who did not accept treatment \vere seen in tvro categories jj 
of socially unacceptable behavior problems and problems I 
in the area of school difficulties. Problems in socially 
unacceptable behavior equaled almost twice the number of 
problems presented in any one of the other three . 
categories, namely: school difficulties, personality 
reactions, or habit formation. Within this largest 
category, Group I contained a far greater number of 
problems \•Thi ch are most ap t to affect people in the 
community outside of the home situation--problems such 
as bullying other children, aggressiveness, lying, 
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swearing, and stealing . In Group II, problems which are 
usually manifested mainly in the home situation--behavior 
such as disobedience toward parents and temper tantrums--
comprised the larger number. 
Five of the mothers vrho presented problems of the 
child's school difficulties did not outwardly regard the 
child as a problem in this or any other area. All five 
had been referred by schools and did not follo'\·T through 
,.,ri th treat ment. One may speculate that a mother who 
applies for help because of school pressure but who does 
not yet emotionally accept her child as a problem '\dll 
report to the clinic with much hostility and will seldom 
be able to progress beyond the application process. 
More clinic referrals were made through the schools 
than t hrough any of the other sources. Of the nine total 
school referrals, 88 .9 per cent of the cases were mothers 
1vho did not follo'\'T through '\<.ri th treatment. Fe,., of these 
mothers had any understanding of the clinic referral and 
were not prepared to accept treatment. By applying to 
the clinic, t hey might have felt that they were carrying 
out t he request of the school, but they were not able to 
concur vdth the school's opinion. This large percentage 
seems to indicate the need for greater clarification to 
the mothers on t he part of the teachers of the reasons 
1--
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and purposes behind the referral. ,, 
The \\Titer recommends that all mothers '\vho the teacher1 
feels are in need of psychiatric help for themselves or 
their children be given the opportunity for an interview 
with the school teacher, counselor, or guidance worker 
prior to the clinic referral. At this time, the reason 
and aim of the referral should be specifically stated in 
an effort to help the parent to understand and to accept 
the school's purpose behind the sugge stion for psychiatric 
help. With this background, the parent might vrell 
approach the clinic with a less hostile attitude and be 
less resistant to the treatment suggested by the clinic. 
The fact that only one priest referral was made in 
the thirty-six cases studied raises the question of the 
possibility of closer cooperation and understanding 
bet-vreen psychiatric clinics and religious institutions. 
That this single referral applied and then followed 
t hrough YTith the suggested clinic treatment is a positive 
indi cation. A broader and clearer knowledge of the 
functions of a child guidance clinic by religious leaders 
vrho maintain a positive but po'\verful relationship 'ltd th 
their congregation \'!OUld probably result in more frequent 
referrals of parents who ~~11 follow through with 
treatment. 
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The final figures obtained from studying the duration , 
of t he problem prior to application sho,,r that parents 
do not find it easy to apply for help for their children, 
possibly because of t heir ovm feelings of inadequacy and 
guilt. The only t vro problems of less than one month's 
dur a tion are in Group I. In Group II, 50 per cent of 
the cases had been in evidence for two to six years, '\·rhile 
only 25 per cen t of Group I cases dated back t his far. 
It , .. ,ou.ld seem that t he longer a parent waits before 
appl ying for help, t he harder it i s for a parent to accent 
- I 
t he help . One may speculate that fear is an i mportant 
emotion '\vhich interferes vTi th a parent's request for and 
accep tance of treatment. 
The \~iter would recommend that t hrough public 
education, parents be taught to recognize signs of 
problems in their children, and be urged to seek help 
for such problems as a preventive measure. The approach 
mu st be one of encouragement and stimulation toward 
seeking professional help as a constructive parental 
responsibility, rather than the all-too-frequent approach 
of condemnation and accusation, which tends to increase 
the already existing feelings of self-blame, fear, and 
insecurity in t he parents. 
Although it cannot be assumed that any one or a 11 
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combination of the above significant factors--namely, the 
problem presented, the source of the referral, and the 
duration of the problem prior to application--was the 
cause of the broken contact 'rith the clinic, the results 
do suggest some of the situations in which more or less 
difficulty may be anticipated, and some of the problems 
with which greater attention may be indicated at intake. 
Approved, 
Dean 
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APPENDIX 
SCHEDULE 
1. Name Case No . 
2. Age Sex 
3. No. of sibling s and ages 
4. Living with whom: 
Both parents 
Parents divorced, with mother 
Parents separated, vdth mother 
One parent dead, vJi th mother 
Relatives 
'o~i th father 
vd th father 
with father 
Adoptive parents 
Foster parents 
Institution 
5'. Referred by: 
School Local dr. 
Court Priest 
Social agency Self 
Hospital Other 
6. Informant: 
Mother Father 
Social worker Other 
7. Duration of problem 
8. Psychological testing result 
9. Di spo si tion: 
Psychiatrist: Social Service: 
Play therapy Play therapy 
With mother With parent 
10. Treatment accepted not accepted 
11. Problem as presented 
---
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